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Gravitational waves and nonaxisymmetric oscillations 7
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Figure 3. Model Shen 12135 – Top panel: Time evolution of
the GW amplitude h+. Middle panel: Total (black), pre-merger
(red) and post-merger (green) scaled power spectral density, com-
pared to the Advanced LIGO and ET unity SNR sensitivity curves
(Harry & the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (2010); Hild et al. (2010)).
The distance to the source is assumed to be 100 Mpc. Bottom panel: Am-
plitude of FFT for the time evolution of the pressure, p, in the equatorial
plane. Several oscillation modes, as well as nonlinear combination frequen-
cies (blue labels) are identified.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for model Shen 135135.

Post-Newtonian Inspiral Numerical Merger

BNS 
Merger
Stergioulas et. al. 
arXiv 1105:0368
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FIG. 1: Theoretical noise curves (power spectral density Sn,
see Eq. 12) for the detectors Enhanced LIGO, Advanced
LIGO, Virgo and Advanced Virgo.

The most sensitive ground-based detectors currently
in operation, LIGO and Virgo, can detect signals from
black-hole binary (BH-BH) mergers out to distances of
up to several hundred Mpc (depending on the binary’s
mass and orientation, see e.g., [1, 79, 98]). Estimated
event rates for BH-BH coalescence events are on the order
of one every few years, but with large uncertainties, see
e.g. [99, 100, 101, 102]. The future Enhanced LIGO [103]
and Virgo+ [4] detectors will increase event rates by ! 5
times, whereas the Advanced LIGO [104] and Advanced
Virgo [105] detectors will increase event rates by roughly
three orders of magnitude as compared with the current
detectors.

These detectors are sensitive to frequencies ranging
from ! 10"40 Hz up to ! 2 kHz. The merger signal will
be in this frequency range for systems with total masses
of roughly 5–250M!. The merger will be in the most sen-
sitive part of the detectors’ frequency bands for masses
around 50M!, and for that case the detectors will also
be sensitive to the signal from the last ten orbits before
merger. Theoretical estimates of the noise curves for the
four detectors we consider, Enhanced LIGO, Advanced
LIGO [81], Virgo [81] and Advanced VIRGO [105], are
shown in Figure 1 (for Virgo and Advanced LIGO we use
approximate analytical formulas as displayed in [79]).

Astrophysical black holes may form binaries through
a number of mechanisms [100, 106, 107]. In general the
black holes will have di!erent masses and will be spin-
ning (high spins may be typical [108, 109, 110]), and the
orbits will be eccentric. But gravitational-radiation emis-
sion reduces the eccentricity, so for typical comparable-
mass inspirals the eccentricity is expected to be negligible
[111] by the time the binaries have reached the frequen-
cies we have just discussed (for the situation in globular
clusters see however [107]). For this reason most analyt-
ical and numerical work in modelling gravitational-wave
signals has focussed on binaries that follow non-eccentric
(or “quasi-circular”) inspiral; see however [34, 47, 64, 65]
for numerical results on eccentric binaries.
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FIG. 2: The gravitational-wave strain from an optimally-
oriented 60 M! equal-mass nonspinning black-hole binary lo-
cated 100 Mpc away from the detector. The waveform covers
about six orbits, or twelve GW cycles, before merger.

The preceding discussion motivates a focus on the last
orbits before merger of binaries following non-eccentric
inspiral. We study a binary that consists of black holes
with equal mass and no spin, simply because this config-
uration has been studied in the most detail in numerical-
relativity simulations. We consider the gravitational-
wave signal from the last ! 6 orbits and merger of
this system. Figure 2 shows one polarization of the
gravitational-wave strain from an example of such a bi-
nary, with total mass 60M!, optimally oriented to the
detector and located 100Mpc away.

B. Numerical codes

To calculate the gravitational-wave signal in full gen-
eral relativity, we first require a solution of Einstein’s
equations. This must be produced numerically, and can
be done in a number of di!erent ways. We will compare
the results of five computer codes: BAM, CCATIE, Hahndol,
MayaKranc and SpEC. These di!er in their procedure for
constructing black-hole-binary initial data, decomposi-
tion of Einstein’s equations into a numerically well-posed
and stable form, numerical techniques used to evolve the
data, choice of gauge conditions during the evolution, and
details of the calculation of the gravitational-wave signal.

We will summarize the di!erent methods of setting up
the initial data, the formulations of Einstein’s equations,
and the numerical techniques. The purpose is not to pro-
vide a full exposition of these methods (the full technical
details can be found in the references given in Table I)
but to make clear the similarities and di!erences of the
five codes.

BBH 
Merger
Hannam et. al.
arXiv0901:2437



DETECTOR SENSITIVITY

2009-10 Sensitivity (S6-VSR2/3)
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Abadie et al
 arXiv:1203.2674

Directional Sensitivity



DETECTOR SENSITIVITY
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FIG. 2: Mean inspiral horizon distance as a function of mass for the three gravitational wave detectors H1, L1 and V1 during

S6-VSR2/3. The error bars on the curves extend from one standard deviation below to one standard deviation above the mean.

TABLE I: Parameters used in the computation of the spectral density.

FINDCHIRP parameter [4] S6 low-mass VSR2-3 low-mass representative spectra

sample rate (1/∆t) 4096 Hz 4096 Hz 16384 Hz

data block duration (Tblock) 2048s 2048s 2048s

number of data segments (NS) 15 15 1023

data segment duration (T ) 256s 256s 4s

stride (∆) 524288 524288 32768

I gives a list of parameter names and symbols, which are the same names and symbols used in [4]. The second
and third columns gives the values of these parameters used in S6/VSR2-3 CBC searches. These parameters can be
used to reproduce the inspiral horizon distance data accompanying this note. The fourth column gives the values
of the parameters used to compute the representative spectral density curves shown here. In making our choice of
parameters for computing representative spectra, we sacrificed frequency resolution (∆f = 1/T ) for PSD accuracy
(which increases with NS).

One potential pitfall with using these spectra is that the choice of representative PSD for a detector is not obvious.
Here we illustrate the degree to which our choice of using the mode affected the chosen PSD. We compare the spectra
for H1 corresponding to times when H1 operated near its mode to times when it operated near its mean and maximum
of its inspiral horizon distance distribution. In Table II, we provide a quantitative summary of the low-mass inspiral
horizon distance distributions for a 1.4–1.4M⊙ binary given in Mpc. We see that the horizon distance varies by roughly
10% between its mode and mean. This suggests that spectral density curves from a detector’s most common sensitivity
(mode) may differ significantly from the spectral density of a detector’s “average” performance. To illustrate this
point, we plot in Fig. 4 three spectra for H1 from different times in S6.

All of the data used here have been computed using the final version of calibration used in the CBC searches. Note
that the noise spectra presented here are subject to systematic uncertainties associated with the strain calibration.
These uncertainties can be up to ±15% in amplitude. For more detail, see references [10, 11].

5

Abadie et al
 arXiv:1203.2674

BNS Horizon Horizon vs Mass

Horizon = 2.26 x Average Range



COALESCENCE RATES

• Latest rate exclusions 
from LIGO-Virgo data 
Abadie et al PRD (2012)

• Astrophysical 
predictions 
See, e.g. Abadie et al CQG (2010) 

• A range of about 
100 Mpc likely to 
provide events 
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ADVANCED DETECTORS
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Advanced Virgo TDR VIR–0128A–12
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Figure 1.3: Scenario for the evolution of the AdV sensitivity: early operation (blue), 25 W input power,
no SR; late operation, wideband tuning (red), 125 W input power, tuned SR; late operation, optimized for
BNS (black), 125 W input power, detuned SR (0.35 rad). In the legend, the inspiral ranges for BNS and
BBH (each BH of 30 M!) in Mpc are reported. Dual recycling curves are obtained without changing the
SR mirror.
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Advanced Virgo design
VIR-0128A-12

 Optimal NSNS: optimized for 1.4 solar mass neutron star. This is slightly more difficult 
from a control system point of view. The NSNS case gives ~200 Mpc reach for a single 
interferometer, SNR 8, averaged over directions and polarizations.  

 BHBH 20deg: optimized for 30-30 solar mass black hole binary inspirals. This is slightly 
more difficult from a control system point of view. 

 High Freq: The "High frequency" case is an example of a narrowband tuning at 1kHz. 
Note though that, unlike all the other tunings, it needs a recycling mirror with a higher 
reflectivity.  

 Finally, we omitted the optimal BHBH curve that appears in the ISC CDD - it is 
technically a lot harder and offers only a very small increase in BHBH sensitivity, while 
giving very poor mid- and high-frequency performance.  

 

 

Note that the plot in the ISC CDD was obtained with bench62. GWINC has an updated thermal 
noise estimate and supersedes bench62. Thus the curves are slightly different from the ones in 
the ISC CDD.  

Advanced LIGO design
LIGO-M060056-v2

160 Mpc

120 Mpc

100 Mpc

200 Mpc



SENSITIVITY EVOLUTION

• Advanced detectors: 
first lock in 2014

•Will take several years to 
achieve design sensitivity

• Commissioning & 
Observing roadmap in 
preparation

• For now, take lessons 
from initial detectors ...

8

LIGO: first lock 2000

S4: 2005
S5: 2006



SENSITIVITY EVOLUTION

• Advanced detectors: 
first lock in 2014

•Will take several years to 
achieve design sensitivity

• Commissioning & 
Observing roadmap in 
preparation

• For now, take lessons 
from initial detectors ...
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Virgo: first lock 2004
VSR2: 2009
VSR4: 2011
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LOCALISATION FROM TIMING
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LOCALISATION FROM TIMING
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SNR AND BANDWIDTH

• Timing accuracy:

  

• SNR:

• Bandwidth:
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Figure 1. The hybrid q = m1/m2 = 2, non-spinning MayaKranc waveform
scaled to various total masses shown against the early and zero-detuned-high-
power aLIGO noise curves, shown as amplitude spectral densities, the square root
of the power spectral densities. The triangles represent the starting and ending
frequencies of the post-Newtonian hybridization region, given in table 1. The
total mass of the binary is scaled so that the hybridization region ends at 100Hz,
40Hz, and 10Hz. The amplitude of the signal is scaled so that it represents an
optimally oriented binary at a distance of 1Gpc from the detector. The early
aLIGO sensitivity is used to compute the signal-to-noise ratio ρ.

that existing algorithms are optimal when second-generation detectors come online in

∼ 2015. The results in this paper use the early aLIGO sensitivity curve (cf. Fig. 1) to

study the accuracy of the submitted waveforms. The ultimate sensitivity of Advanced

LIGO is expected to be significantly better than this curve. To allow the waveforms to

be used in studies using more sensitive noise curves, we have also performed accuracy

studies using the aLIGO zero-detuned, high-power [14] sensitivity curve. Fig. 1

shows the two aLIGO sensitivity curves, characterized by their Amplitude Spectral

Densities (ASD) overlaid with one of the contributed NINJA-2 waveforms. This

figure demonstrates that hybridization is necessary to allow scaling of the numerical

waveforms to astrophysically interesting masses, and a portion of the present paper

studies the hybridization methods used to construct the NINJA-2 waveforms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes in more

detail the accuracy requirements that we have placed on NINJA-2 simulations and

presents an overview of the waveform catalog showing the regions of the binary black

hole parameter space covered. Section 3 gives an overview of the numerical methods

used to construct the numerical relativity waveforms and Sec. 4 describes the methods

that we have used to hybridize the numerical simulations to pN waveforms. The

pN waveforms themselves are summarized in the Appendix. Section 5 describes the

methods and results of the comparisons we have performed between the waveforms.

Based on these comparisons, we judge the hybrid waveforms suitable for the NINJA-

2 project. Section 6 summarizes our findings and suggests directions for future

Ajith et al arXiv:1201.5319



FREQUENCY BANDWIDTH

• 100 Hz as a rule of thumb

•Does depend upon high 
frequency sensitivity

•No SRM: 60 Hz

• Zero Det, High P: 120 Hz

• Significant impact on 
localisation

14

 Optimal NSNS: optimized for 1.4 solar mass neutron star. This is slightly more difficult 
from a control system point of view. The NSNS case gives ~200 Mpc reach for a single 
interferometer, SNR 8, averaged over directions and polarizations.  

 BHBH 20deg: optimized for 30-30 solar mass black hole binary inspirals. This is slightly 
more difficult from a control system point of view. 

 High Freq: The "High frequency" case is an example of a narrowband tuning at 1kHz. 
Note though that, unlike all the other tunings, it needs a recycling mirror with a higher 
reflectivity.  

 Finally, we omitted the optimal BHBH curve that appears in the ISC CDD - it is 
technically a lot harder and offers only a very small increase in BHBH sensitivity, while 
giving very poor mid- and high-frequency performance.  

 

 

Note that the plot in the ISC CDD was obtained with bench62. GWINC has an updated thermal 
noise estimate and supersedes bench62. Thus the curves are slightly different from the ones in 
the ISC CDD.  



NOISE BACKGROUND
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• Noise background falls off rapidly at high 
SNR, due to sophisticated analysis pipeline 
Babak et al, arXiv:1208

• Matched filtering analysis

• Signal consistency tests

• Data quality cuts

• For following examples:

• Require combined SNR > 12 for 
detection

• SNR > 5 in two detectors

• SNR > 3 to contribute to localisation

Blind Injection



LOCALISATION FROM TIMING
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CAVEATS

• Results use only timing information, but assuming can break 
reflection degeneracy for 3 sites [Veitch talk]

• Use Gaussian approximation to localisation (breaks down at 
low SNR)

• Have neglected effects of discrete “template bank” 

• Have neglected spin (precession) effects [Harry, Raymond talks]
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LIGO-VIRGO AT DESIGN

• LIGO 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.2 - 200 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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LIGO-VIRGO AT DESIGN

• LIGO 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.2 - 200 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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LIGO-VIRGO AT DESIGN

• LIGO 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.2 - 200 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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NO SIGNAL RECYCLING

• LIGO 160 Mpc

• Virgo 100 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.1 - 100 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions

21



LIGO (half commissioned) -VIRGO

• LIGO 200 Mpc 100 Mpc

•  Virgo 120 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.05 - 50 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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LIGO-VIRGO (half commissioned)

• LIGO 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc 60 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycles

• 0.2 - 200 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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LOCALISATION OF SOURCES
24



WITH LIGO INDIA

• LIGO (inc India) 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycle

• 0.4 -400 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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WITH KAGRA

• LIGO 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• KAGRA 160 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycle

• 0.3-300 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions
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5 SITES

• LIGO (inc India) 200 Mpc

• Virgo 120 Mpc

• KAGRA 160 Mpc

• Assume 80% duty cycle

• 0.5-500 BNS signals per 
year

Face on BNS @ 160 MPc

90% confidence regions

27



LOCALISATION OF SOURCES
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WAVEFORMS AND 
CALIBRATION

• Phase error introduces a timing 
systematic

• True for all PSDs; for realistic ones, 
typically factor of 2 better

• Compare to statistical error

 

• 5o systematic subdominant 
below SNR of 20

|δt| ≤ 1

σf

�
δφmax

2π

�

29

Contribution to phase error
(multiply by δϕ and integrate)

σt =
1

2πρσf



EFFECT ON LOCALISATION
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LATENCY
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LOCALISATION BEFORE 
MERGER?

• In advanced detectors, 
BNS signals spend 
minutes in band

•Might detect a loud 
signal a minute ahead.

• But localisation comes 
in the last second.

32



S6-VSR3 LOW LATENCY
• Low latency search was 

done in S6-VSR2/3

• Used timing and amplitude 
information for rapid 
localisation

• Areas comparable to 
theoretical predictions

A&A 541, A155 (2012)

Angular distance to the true location (degrees)

Fig. 4. Sky localization performance with and without the use of a
galaxy catalog. The upper pane shows a cumulative histogram of the
searched area in square degrees. The lower pane is a cumulative his-
togram of the angular distance, in degrees, between the injected loca-
tion and the maximum likelihood recovered location. In both plots the
red solid line is the performance with the aid of the galaxy catalog and
the blue dotted line is the performance without the galaxy catalog.

Fig. 5. Sky localization performance as a function of combined signal-
to-noise ratio with and without the use of a galaxy catalog (bottom and
top panel, respectively). The blue bars indicate the median searched
area, in square degrees, in each bin and the red lines depict a fit to these
values.

quality, and to check the data at the time of a trigger against a list
of trusted data quality flags produced online. As new data quality
flags are developed and tested, the list is updated accordingly.

If an event passes all of our checks then it is sent out for
further processing and possibly for electromagnetic observation.

3. MBTA performance and validation

In this section we look at the performance of MBTA. There
are typically two ways in which performance is assessed:
(1) through hardware injections, where the mirrors of each detec-
tor are physically displaced to simulate the presence of a signal
and (2) software injections in which simulated signals are placed
into detector data. We will first look at MBTA’s performance on
hardware injections and then provide a detailed comparison of
its performance relative to the CBC o!ine pipeline (Abbott et al.
2008, 2007, 2009a,b; Abadie et al. 2010b), known as iHope, on
a set of common software injections.

Fig. 6. The chirp mass distribution of all the hardware injections found
in a single detector by both MBTA and the o!ine iHope pipeline during
the S6/VSR3 run.

3.1. Hardware injections

Hardware injections are produced through the displacement of
the mirror located at the end of arms. They are performed co-
herently in the three detectors, i.e. with injection time, ampli-
tude and phase chosen in each detector to be consistent with the
location of the source on the sky. During the S6/VSR3 scien-
tific run, there were approximatively three hardware injections
per day in each detector simulating the coalescence of a com-
pact binary system, with a period of intensive injections between
August 27, 2010 and September 3, 2010. For a number of rea-
sons, not every injection was successful at every detector.

Two families of non-spinning waveforms were used for
the hardware injections. The first family corresponds to
analytic inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms based on the
E"ective One-Body (EOB) model extended and tuned to match
Numerical Relativity simulations of binary black hole coales-
cences (Buonanno et al. 2007; Pan et al. 2008). The second fam-
ily of waveforms corresponds to restricted parameterized 2PN
inspiral waveform computed in the time domain (Blanchet 1996;
Arun et al. 2004). Among the hardware injections successfully
performed in all three detectors, 62% are from the first family
and 38% are from the second.

The parameters of the hardware injections were adjusted to
appear in detector with an SNR < 100. The total masses of
the simulated binary systems were distributed between 2.8 M!
and 35 M!, with the masses of the components between 1.4 M!
and 35 M!. The hardware injections were distributed between
1 Mpc and 80 Mpc, and the sky locations were chosen randomly.
Figure 6 shows the chirp mass distribution of all the hardware
injections which were successfully found by MBTA during the
S6/VSR3 run.

An injection is considered to be recovered if MBTA pro-
duced a trigger with an end time within 20 ms of the end time
of the injection. We restrict our attention to injections occurring
when all three detectors are taking science quality data and all
of the MBTA processes are up and running. Our focus is further
narrowed by the requirement that the data quality is acceptable in
60 s preceding a trigger. This is to ensure that the Fourier trans-
form required by the matched filter can be performed. Given
these caveats, MBTA achieved a 93% e#ciency in detecting
hardware injections in triple coincidence during the S6/VSR3
run. Figure 7 shows these recovered hardware injections and
indicates the type of coincidence (double or triple) they were
found in.

A155, page 6 of 12

33

Abadie et al, A&A 2012



S6-VSR3 LOW LATENCY

• Latencies of minutes for the 
analysis were achieved

• There was then a human 
check of instrumental 
performance

A&A 541, A155 (2012)

to focus on remarkable events, for which a sky location could
be extracted by simple triangulation. Each triple has associated
with it a combined SNR !c defined by

!2
c =

!

j!{H1,L1,V1}
!2

j (4)

and a false alarm rate (FAR). Triggers with a smaller FAR, i.e.
a larger !c, are more likely to be gravitational-waves. The non-
stationary nature of the background means that a simple map-
ping from a given !c to a corresponding FAR does not exist.
Instead, the FAR must be explicitly calculated for each trigger.

The FAR is estimated as follows. Let Ti be the analysis time
needed to accumulate the last 100 triggers in detector i. Let
Nlouder be the number of mass-coincidences that can be formed
from the last 100 triggers in each detector for which !c is greater
than the combined SNR of the observed coincidence. Then the
expected rate of coincident triggers arising from background
may be estimated as the product of the individual detector rates
multiplied by a factor that accounts for the coincidence windows
in time and mass. In particular, we define the FAR associated
with a triple-coincident trigger to be

FAR = " Nlouder
4 !tH1L1 !tH1V1

TH1 TL1 TV1
(5)

where " is an empirical factor with a value of 2 tuned to adjust
the estimated FAR to the average observed rate of such triple-
coincident triggers.

The low latency search is dependent on the short-order avail-
ability of the strain time series h(t) measured by the detectors.
Tools to reconstruct h(t) with very low latency have been devel-
oped over the last few years, and had reached a mature state by
the time of the S6/VSR3 runs. Calibration accuracies better than
15% on the amplitude of h(t) were typically achieved for all de-
tectors, which is quite su"cient for the purposes of our search.

For each detector, the h(t) channel is produced at the ex-
perimental site computing center. The H1 and L1 h(t) data are
then transfered to the Virgo site computing center, where all the
MBTA processing takes place. To minimize the latency, the com-
munication of input/output data between the di#erent processes
involves no files on disk. It relies instead on the use of shared
memories and of a TCP-IP based communication protocol de-
veloped for the Virgo data acquisition system. The whole set of
processes ran on six computers.

2.2. GraCEDb and LVAlert

The storage and communication capabilities of the pipeline in
Fig. 1 are provided by the GraCEDb and the LValert messag-
ing system. The purpose of these technologies is to provide
a continuously running system to ingest, archive and respond
to gravitational-wave triggers. Communication with individual
telescopes is handled at a later stage and uses whatever protocol
is appropriate for the particular telescope.

The GraCEDb service stands behind an Apache1 server
and is built on Django2, a command line client that uses an
HTTP/ReST (Fielding 2000; Fielding et al. 2002) interface to the
server and authenticates with X5093 certificates to a MySQL4

1 http://httpd.apache.org
2 https://www.djangoproject.com
3 http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2459.txt
4 http://www.mysql.com

Fig. 2. Total latency of the automatic processes during the S6/VSR3 run.
The x-axis is the di#erence between the time at which the trigger was
available for human monitoring and the trigger’s time. This includes an
average of 63 s for all the data to be available at the Virgo site com-
puting center and an average of 142 s for the trigger to be submitted
to GraCEDb. This does not include the time for the human monitoring
("20–40 min) that takes place before an event is sent out for electro-
magnetic followup.

database back-end. A command-line client allows easy automa-
tion of event submission to GraCEDb. The prototype system
used during S6/VSR3 was capable of ingesting triggers from
MBTA and a number of other search pipelines. The raw trigger
information was stored in an easily accessible archive and the
most relevant information about the trigger, such as the time and
significance, were ingested into the database. Upon successful
ingestion, the trigger is given a unique identifier that is returned
to the submitter. An alert is then sent out via LVAlert.

LVAlert is a communication client built on XMPP5 technol-
ogy and the PubSub extension6. The system allows users to cre-
ate nodes to which information can be published; users subscribe
to nodes from which they want to receive that information. In the
context of the current search, a node was set up for sending out
alerts about MBTA triggers. A listener client is also provided
that waits for alerts from the nodes to which the user is sub-
scribed. By default, the listener simply prints any information it
receives to the stdout, but it also allows users to develop plu-
gins which can take action in response to the alerts. This is the
mechanism for launching the data quality and sky localization
jobs in Fig. 1.

2.3. Event processing

While MBTA is responsible for producing coincident triggers,
there remains further processing to determine whether or not
the triggers are suitable for external followups. In particular, this
processing consists of performing sky localization, checking the
quality of the data and determining whether or not the event is a
known hardware injection, as described below. The mechanism
for performing these tasks is an LVAlert listener that responds to
alerts sent out by GraCEDb in response to new MBTA triggers.

The sky localization procedure proceeds by computing, as
a function of location on the sky for a pre-determined grid, the
o#sets in timing and amplitude. Probabilities are assigned by
comparing these measured quantities with distributions of these
quantities obtained from simulated signals. More specifically,

5 http://xmpp.org
6 http://xmpp.org/extensions/xep-0060.html
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ADVANCED DETECTOR 
LATENCY

• Low latency much harder

• 10x longer templates

• 10x as many templates

• Significant effort to achieve 
minutes latency

• Achieved in recent 
“engineering runs” using 
simulated data at advanced 
detector design
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A summary of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration’s and Virgo Collaboration’s first Advanced

Detector Era Engineering Run

Drew Keppel for the LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration

Albert-Einstein-Institut, Max-Planck-Institut für Gravitationsphysik, D-30167 Hannover, Germany (LIGO-G1200463)

ER1: An engineering run using simu-

lated Gaussian data

The joint electromagnetic-gravitational-wave (EM-GW) observation
of a GW source will be a much anticipated event when the sec-
ond generation GW detectors come online. Efforts toward this goal
were started during the first generation of detectors, and are be-
ing reported on during this workshop (see presentations by Alessan-
dra Corsi (EM Follow-Up, Mon. June 4th 15:00), Jonah Kanner
(EM Follow-Up, Mon. June 4th 16:00), and Eric Katsavounidis (EM
Follow-Up, Mon. June 4th 16:40), and posters from that session).
However, in order to maximize the probability of such a detection,
the latency of GW detection and follow-up telescope pointing must
be driven down.
The advanced detectors are still under construction and are expected
to be accepted in 2015. At that point they will continue to be com-
missioned, reaching their design sensitivity between 2018–2019. In
the mean time, we must also prepare the data analysis infrastructure
for the low-latency searches we would like to perform in the advanced
detector era.
During the beginning of this year (January 26–February 15, 2012)
the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) and Virgo Collaboration
ran their first advanced detector Engineering Run (ER1) with such
a focus using simulated Gaussian noise. ER1 was designed in order
to encourage the development and deployment of low-latency infras-
tructure and search algorithms to be used by the Advanced LIGO
(aLIGO) and Advanced Virgo (AdvVirgo) detectors. The technolo-
gies targeted during ER1 included robust low-latency transfer of sim-
ulated data and detector state information from the detector sites to
the analysis locations, broadcast of the simulated data at the analy-
sis locations, analysis of the simulated data by search pipelines, and
transmission of the search results to the Gravitational-wave Can-
didate Event Database (GraCEDb) [1] for further processing and
dissemination.

Simulated Data

The noise for the aLIGO detectors was generated using the gstlal
infrastructure [2]. Gaussian white noise streams were colored us-
ing either FIR or IIR filters and then combined to form a stream
of colored Gaussian noise that had a power spectral density (PSD)
matching the aLIGO high-power, zero-detuning PSD [8]. A compar-
ison of the PSD of the simulated data to the target PSD, as well as
the contributions from individual IIR and FIR data streams, can be
found below.
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This data was generated off-site and then transferred to the detectors
in batches for real-time “data acquisition”. Virgo data was gener-
ated on the fly at the Virgo site using frequency domain filtering and
transferred from there.
Coherent blind and non-blind injected signals were added to the data
for several source populations. These included inspiral injections (bi-
nary neutron star inspiral signals, neutron star black hole binary
inspiral signals, and binary black hole inspiral-merger-ringdown sig-
nals) and burst injections (sine-gaussian signals, string cusp signals,
and white-noise burst signals). The blind portion of the inspiral sig-
nals were generated at 1.4 times the expected rates [9] while the blind
burst injections were generated with a rate such that there would be,
on average, one injection per waveform family detectable during the
run. All of these waveforms were pregenerated and then added to
the correct detector’s data stream on-site.
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A low-latency data transfer and broadcasting infrastructure has been
developed for use by low-latency GW analyses. This process is shown
pictorially above. Data is transferred from the LIGO and Virgo de-
tector sites to the computer cluster at Caltech, where is it multicast
to some of the cluster’s compute nodes for analysis. In addition, the
LIGO data is sent to the Virgo computing cluster for analysis there.
This system performed well during ER1, although there were a few
issues that will be addressed for future engineering runs, including
<1% data loss or corruption errors.

Data Transfer and Multicasting Laten-

cies

The latencies associated with multicasting of data on the Caltech
cluster are shown in the figure above. The largest, most variable la-
tencies, and the largest incidence of dropped data, are seen for Virgo
data, which is undergoing intercontinental transmission. It should be
noted that an artificial data production delay of 8s is introduced in
the Virgo data associated with expected calibration latency. Dropped
data can be seen along the 0s latency line. Similar latencies were re-
ported from the Virgo computer cluster, where the LIGO data were
seen to have larger, more variable latencies and experienced more
dropped data.

Production Low-latency Analyses

The cWB pipeline was run in a modified form for this engineering
run, where the false alarm rate estimation portion of the pipeline was
disabled. The data being simulated for ER1 was colored Gaussian
noise plus signals. Above the event submission threshold set by the
cWB pipeline, Gaussian noise was not expected to produce triggers.
The MBTA pipeline was setup to analyse the data searching for inspi-
ral signals in the standard low mass inspiral parameter space (com-
ponent masses larger than 1M⊙ and a total mass less than 25M⊙)
with a lower frequency cutoff of 30Hz. MBTA set the requirement
that only single-detector triggers with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
greater than 5.5 were kept for the coincidence calculation and only
triple coincident triggers were submitted to GraCEDb.
The LLOID pipeline was run on a similar parameter space as MBTA,
although the lower frequency cutoff was set at 10Hz, resulting in tem-
plate waveforms up to 1200s long. Single detector triggers were kept
with SNRs larger than 4 and double and triple coincident triggers
were submitted to GraCEDb when the estimated false alarm rate
was below 10−3Hz.

Analysis Latencies

Several low-latency analyses were performed using this simulated
data. This included two analyses that have been previously deployed
in low-latency during LIGO’s sixth science run (S6) and Virgo’s sec-
ond and third science runs (VSR2/3) [10], the unmodeled burst anal-
ysis coherent WaveBurst (cWB) [5] and the modeled inspiral analysis
Multi-Band Template Analysis (MBTA) [6]. In addition, a new inspi-
ral analysis was deployed, the Low-Latency Online Inspiral Detection
pipeline (LLOID) [4].
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The latencies between simulated data acquisition and event submis-
sion to GraCEDb for each of these analyses is compared in the above
figure. The cWB submissions have been split into two categories,
those associated with nonblind injections, and those not (labeled
blind). The nonblind burst injections were done with many injec-
tions performed over a short period of time. This caused inflated
latencies to be reported by cWB for those events as cWB’s compu-
tational time is proportional to the number of candidates in a one
minute segment. LLOID’s use of the stream-based gstlal infrastruc-
ture and time-domain filtering enables almost an order of magnitude
reduction in latency with only slightly increased computational cost
compared to the standard overlap-save implementation of FFT-based
matched-filtering.

Example Analysis Results
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As an example, we summarize the results of the LLOID pipeline.
The most significant events LLOID submitted to GraCEDb can be
seen in the above figure. The different levels of shading show the
regions associated with “1σ”–“7σ” significance associated with the
Poisson distribution. Of the ten most significant events, there was
expected to be of order one background event. In addition, the three
most significant events were each more than “5σ” excursions from
the background.

Data Unblinding

Four weeks after the end of ER1, the blind injections were revealed for
comparison with the submitted triggers. Of the ten most significant
events identified by LLOID, seven of them were strongly identified
with inspiral injections, one of them was identified to be a burst in-
jection, one of them was loosely identified with an inspiral injection,
and one event was identified to be noise.

Prototyping Activities

In addition to the production codes that were run during ER1, there
were also several prototyping activities that were performed. These
included automatic cross-checking GraCEDb submissions with EM
counterparts via skyalert, testing a gstlal-based burst pipeline based
on the excess power method [3], and automatic coordinated telescope
tiling of the GraCEDb submission sky maps by BayesStar [7].
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SUMMARY

• Advanced detectors will approach their design sensitivities 
toward the end of the decade

• Localisation areas of 10s of deg2  with three sites

• Additional sites in India and Japan give significant improvement

• Latency of minutes is possible

• Rapid follow up of observed GRBs could give localised GW 
sources.
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